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Abstract: We evaluated and compared the performance of a 15.6-inch mini-LED backlit LCD (mLCD)
with a commercial OLED (organic light-emitting diode) panel. Both displays exhibited outstanding
properties, but the mLCD had advantages in peak brightness, gamma curve, luminance uniformity
at low gray scales, color volume, power consumption, and ambient contrast ratio. In comparison
with previous measurement methods, our color measurement adopted the reference method recently
recommended by the International Committee for Display Metrology (ICDM). The LMK imaging
photometer with a high-resolution CMOS sensor was employed to characterize the halo effect and
reconstruct the real luminance profiles based on the non-ideal luminance profile of the OLED display.
We also proposed a novel strategy to measure the point spread function of the backlight module.

Keywords: high dynamic range; color gamut volume; power consumption; ambient contrast ratio;
halo effect; point spread function

1. Introduction

High dynamic range (HDR) is a key performance metric for display devices. According
to the Dolby Research standard [1], HDR displays should exhibit a peak brightness of more
than 4000 nits, a dark state of less than 0.005 nits, and at least a 10-bit depth of gray levels.
HDR displays are in high demand for TVs, computers, smartphones, augmented reality,
and virtual reality [2–8]. Lately, the competition between liquid crystal displays (LCDs)
and organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays is getting fierce [9]. To compete with
OLED displays [10] and other emerging displays, such as micro-LED displays [11–16], the
mini-LED backlit LCDs (abbreviated as mLCDs) have been rapidly developed in recent
years. Through two-dimensional (2D) local dimming [17–21], mLCDs can greatly improve
the contrast ratio, bit depth, and power consumption. In contrast, OLED displays offer an
unprecedented contrast ratio, faster response time, thin profile, and excellent flexibility, but
the tradeoff between brightness and lifetime remains to be overcome [22,23].

In this study, we systematically measured and compared the display performance
of Nichia’s 15.6” mLCD panel with a 15.6” commercial OLED notebook computer (Dell
XPS 15 7590). We evaluated their brightness, gamma curve, color volume, color shift,
power consumption, ambient contrast ratio, and halo. Based on our measured data, the
mLCD exhibited a higher peak brightness, a more accurate gamma curve, better brightness
uniformity at low gray levels, larger color volume, lower power consumption, and higher
ambient contrast ratio. The confining reflector wall [21] in Nichia’s mLCD backlight
helped to reduce the zone crosstalk and the halo effect. In comparison with previous
methods, our color measurement adopted the reference method recently recommended
by the International Committee for Display Metrology (ICDM), and the 3D display gamut
envelopes were created from 602 measured surface colors. Furthermore, we used the LMK
imaging photometer (TechnoTeam Vision) with a high-resolution CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) image sensor to characterize the halo effect and reconstruct the
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real luminance profiles based on the non-ideal profile of the OLED display. The point spread
function (PSF) of the backlight module was also measured using a novel strategy without
requiring physical separation between the backlight and the liquid crystal (LC) module.

2. Performance Metrics

In this section, we present the results of some key display characteristics, namely,
luminance and gamma curve, color gamut and color shift, power consumption, and ambi-
ent contrast ratio, of Nichia’s 15.6-inch mLCD prototype against a commercial 15.6-inch
premium grade OLED notebook computer.

2.1. Luminance and Gamma Curve

To characterize the effect of luminance loading, the luminance of a white box with
a black background was measured using the LMK when the white box size varied from
a small fraction to the full screen. The white area size ratio (average pixel level (APL))
ranging from 0.01% to 1% can be used to imitate the shining stars in a black sky. According
to Figure 1, the mLCD showed a higher brightness than the OLED display when APL ≥ 1%.
As the APL increased from 0.01% to 100%, the OLED brightness decreased from 562 nits to
431 nits, while the mLCD increased from 233 nits to 997 nits. When the bright area shrunk
to a very small size, the zone crosstalk became more evident. For this reason, the mLCD
brightness was adjusted to a relatively low value. For most of the image contents with
APL ≥ 1%, the mLCD had a much better HDR performance.
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Figure 1. Luminance dependence on the APL.

The gamma curves of the mLCD and the OLED display panels were obtained by
measuring the luminance at gray levels ranging from 0 to 255. In Figure 2a, the dots
represent the measured data and the solid lines are the fitting curves. The fitted gamma
values of the mLCD and the OLED display were 2.6 and 2.2, respectively. Figure 2b shows
the luminance values and gamma curves at low gray levels. The OLED display deviated
from the expected gamma 2.2 curve noticeably due to its much higher luminance values
at the third to the eighth gray levels. As for the brightness uniformity, we used the LMK
to measure the 2D luminance distributions. Taking the second gray level as an example,
the mLCD panel showed a better brightness uniformity than the OLED display, as shown
in Figure 3a,b. To quantitatively describe the grayscale uniformity, the root mean square
(RMS) and the standard deviation (SD) were calculated. The RMS and SD values for the
mLCD and the OLED display were [0.0087, 0.0138] and [0.0222, 0.0176], respectively. From
Figure 3b, it can be inferred that the current control at low gray levels for the OLED display
was position-dependent, leading to a relatively large luminance fluctuation.
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2.2. Color Gamut and Color Shift

Color gamut and color shift are two important metrics to evaluate the color perfor-
mances of a display panel. A good display should exhibit a wide color gamut and a weak
color shift. The color gamut of a display is better represented by a 3D volume instead of
a chromaticity gamut area. The gamut envelope is calculated in the human perceptual
color space CIE 1976 L*a*b* due to its good perceptual homogeneity. Our measurement
procedure follows the reference method that the ICDM recommends. In this method, the
full 602-color reference sets should be used if the behavior of the display panel is not well
known. The measurement procedure and setting are explicitly illustrated in Figure 4a. The
first step was to generate 602 color images in the Rec.2020 color space. These 602 unique
colors were evenly distributed on the linear RGB (red, green, blue) signal space. Then, we
measured the tristimulus values (X, Y, Z) of each color using the LMK with full glass filters
for color matching functions. Next, a chromatic-adaptation transform was built to adapt
the measured values from the display white point to the standard illuminant D50 using the
modified Bradford adaptation transform method. The last step was to calculate the CIE
1976 D50 L*a*b* coordinates from the converted tristimulus values as follows:

L∗ = 116× f
(

Y
Yn

)
− 16, (1)

a∗ = 500×
[

f
(

X
Xn

)
− f

(
Y
Yn

)]
, (2)

b∗ = 200×
[

f
(

Y
Yn

)
− f

(
Z
Zn

)]
, (3)
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f (t) =

{
t1/3 t > (6/29)3

1
3
( 29

6
)2t + 16

116 otherwise
(4)

where (Xn, Yn, Zn) is the D50 with a certain white luminance. To compare the color
gamut volumes of the mLCD and the OLED display, their different brightnesses should be
considered as well. For this reason, the white luminance was set to the white brightness
of the mLCD to reflect that the brightness can greatly impact the color gamut volume.
The color gamut volumes of the mLCD and the OLED display are shown in Figure 4b.
According to the gamut envelope, the color space of the mLCD and the OLED display had
a CIELAB gamut volume of 1191300 ∆E3 and 650680 ∆E3, respectively. In terms of the
reference Rec.2020 color space, the percentages of coverage for the mLCD and the OLED
display were 64.3% and 35.0%, respectively. The mLCD exhibited a larger color gamut
volume than the OLED display due to its higher peak brightness.
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gamut volumes of the mLCD and the OLED display.

Color shift is another important parameter to evaluate the color uniformity of a
display panel. The angular color shift can be impacted by both the variations of primary
RGB colors and unmatched angular distributions of primary colors according to the color
mixing principles. For an mLCD, its angular color shift arises from the angle-dependent
accumulated phase retardation in the birefringent LC layer. When the incident light
transverses the LC layer at different angles, the accumulated phase retardation varies,
giving rise to the angle-dependent transmittance and color shift. For this reason, the color
coordinates of primary colors vary with viewing angles. For an OLED display, the variations
of primary colors are attributed to the cavity effect. As the viewing angle increases, the
emission spectrum shifts toward a shorter wavelength because of the reduced effective
cavity length. On the other hand, if the angular distributions of primary colors are not
matched well, the mixed colors will vary with the viewing angle due to angle-dependent
RGB ratios [24,25].

The experimental procedure to measure color shift is described as follows: we first
measured the white spectrum using a high-resolution spectrometer (HR2000CG-UV-NIR);
then, we rotated the angle of the optical fiber used for collecting white light into the spec-
trometer and measured the white spectrum again at different viewing angles. Figure 5a
shows the measured white spectra of the mLCD and the OLED display at 0◦ and 60◦ view-
ing angles. From Figure 5a, we can see that the mLCD backlight adopted two phosphors to
widen the color gamut, while the blue shift caused by the cavity effect was noticeable for
the OLED panel. As Figure 5b depicts, the mLCD exhibited a weaker color shift than the
OLED display. The weaker color shift of the mLCD benefited from the small color shift of
the fringing field switching (FFS) mode [26]. It should be mentioned that the color shift
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remains indistinguishable by human eyes if ∆u′v′ < 0.02. This means that both panels are
fine in terms of color shift within the 60◦ viewing cone.
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2.3. Power Consumption

Low power consumption is highly desirable for mobile display devices, such as note-
book computers and smartphones, since the operation time is determined by the battery.
Figure 6 shows the measured power consumption of the 15.6” mLCD and OLED display
panels, where the luminance level was controlled at 200 nits. When the pixels were turned
off, the power consumption mainly came from the power source circuitry and peripheral
circuits for driving the pixels. The power consumption of the mLCD and OLED panels at
APL = 0% and APL = 100% was about [1.10 W, 2.53 W] and [3.45 W, 8.83 W], respectively.
This means that the mLCD and the OLED display consumed 2.35 W and 6.30 W, respectively,
at APL = 100% without considering the peripheral circuits. The mLCD showed a much
lower power consumption than the OLED display, which helped to increase the operating
time of the display devices.
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2.4. Ambient Contrast Ratio

Contrast ratio is a key display metric to enable a high dynamic range. Without any
ambient light, the intrinsic contrast ratio of both the mLCD and OLED display panels could
be higher than 106:1. However, in practical applications, the ambient light will degrade the
contrast ratio due to the surface reflectivity of the display panel. A typical illuminance of a
family room and an office room is about 100 lux and 300–500 lux, respectively. The ambient
contrast ratio (ACR) is defined as follows [27]:

ACR =
Lon + Lam × RL
Lo f f + Lam × RL

, (5)

where Lon (Loff) represents the on (off)-state luminance of the display panel, Lam refers to
the ambient luminance, and RL is the ambient luminous reflectance of the display panel.
Since the illumination conditions can greatly impact the reflectance and ACR, they should
be explicitly defined. Figure 7a shows the top view of the measurement setting where
two ceiling lights act as ambient light sources. The center of the ceiling light intersects
with the center of the display panel at an azimuthal angle of 25◦ and a polar angle of 45◦.
By measuring the brightness and ambient reflectance, the ACR as a function of ambient
illuminance can be determined.
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We used a luminance meter (KONICA MINOLTA LS-110) to measure the brightness of
the display panel. When the two ceiling lights were off, the full-screen white brightnesses
of the mLCD and the OLED display were 997 nits and 431 nits, respectively. When
the two ceiling lights were on, the ambient illuminance was 250 lux, as measured by
the illuminance meter LX1330B. The ambient illuminance can be converted to ambient
luminance by dividing a factor of π. Therefore, the ambient luminance was 79.6 nits. When
the panel was in the dark state and the two ceiling lights were on, the brightnesses of the
mLCD and the OLED display were 2.3 nits and 1.1 nits, respectively. Therefore, the mLCD
and the OLED display exhibited luminous reflectances of 2.89% and 1.39%, respectively.
Such a low reflectance for the OLED display resulted from its excellent anti-reflection
coating. Figure 7b shows that the mLCD still exhibited a slightly larger ACR than the
OLED panel due to its higher peak brightness, even though its surface reflectivity was
twice as high. If the mLCD adopted the same anti-reflection treatment (assume that the
ambient reflectance was the same), its ACR would be ~2.3 times higher than that of the
OLED display at the ambient illuminance of 380 lux. Therefore, a high brightness has
advantages under a high ambient lighting environment.
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3. Halo Effect

The halo artifact usually appears around a bright object on a black background due to
the light leakage and the zone crosstalk in an mLCD panel. The experimental procedure to
quantitatively characterize the halo effect is illustrated in Figure 8. We first inputted a test
pattern with a white cross on a black background [28]. Then, we used the LMK to obtain
a luminance distribution image. A halo image could finally be generated by excluding
the luminance pattern of the cross from the luminance distribution image, where the halo
artifacts surrounding the cross were more visible. Based on the measured RMS and SD
values, we could quantitatively analyze and compare the halo effect for the generated halo
images. The values of the RMS and SD for the mLCD driven in the HDR1000 and HDR600
modes and the OLED display were [0.2379, 0.2339], [0.1916, 0.1893], and [0.1830, 0.1811],
respectively. The halo of an OLED display is caused by the measurement instrument, such
as an imaging lens. Such a halo is analogous to the eye halo [29].
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So far, we have characterized and compared the halo effect by obtaining the images on
the CMOS sensor. The cross-section luminance profiles are shown in Figure 9a, where the
luminance profile for the OLED display is non-ideal and the lines are all broadened due to
a gradient drop in the 1D luminance distribution caused by the imaging instruments. To
obtain the real luminance profiles for the displayed images, the non-ideal luminance profile
for the OLED display can be used as a background reference and accordingly subtracted
in the region outside the displayed line. In this way, an ideal luminance profile for the
OLED display should be a rectangular function from zero to the maximum luminance. For
the mLCD, its luminance profile was also narrowed to a rectangular line with the same
method. The difference lies that the luminance outside the line will not quickly drop to
zero, depending on how many zones are lit, because the contrast ratio in those lit zones is
still limited by the LC layer. Figure 9b shows the real luminance profiles for the mLCDs
driven in the HDR1000 and HDR600 modes. Taking the HDR600 driving mode as an
example, the maximum and minimum luminances in the lit zones were 490 nits and 0.2 nits,
respectively, indicating a contrast ratio of 2450:1. This contrast ratio was quite close to that
of the FFS mode, whose CR was about 2500:1, which validated our methods for obtaining
the real luminance profiles from imaging instruments. Furthermore, it can be inferred
that five zones were lit in this selected cross-section due to the nearly constant value of
0.2 nits, ranging approximately from −20 mm to 20 mm. The five lit zones were possible
if the selected cross-section was very close to the center portion of the cross. It should
be mentioned that for the HDR1000 driving mode, a scaling luminance factor should be
considered due to a significant luminance difference between the mLCD driven in the
HDR1000 mode and the OLED display.
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As mentioned before, the contrast ratio inside the lit zones is limited by the intrinsic
CR of the LC mode. In the boundary areas between lit zones and closed zones, it is
also hard to obtain a sharp transition of the luminance profile due to the zone crosstalk
characterized by the point spread function. To measure the point spread function of the
backlight module, we first inputted a display pattern of two thin lines to make sure that
just one zone was lit in the direction perpendicular to the line. Next, we adopted a novel
strategy without requiring the physical separation between the LC layer and the backlight
module. This method takes advantage of a limited contrast ratio of the FFS mode and
a very bright backlight. Furthermore, this method is enabled because the backlight is
independent of the LC driving signal. For this reason, instead of removing the LC layer,
we turned off the voltage applied on the LCs, and then the LCs at the dark state exerted a
uniform modulation on the pattern of the mini-LED backlight. The luminance profile of the
backlight modulated by the LCs was detectable by the LMK because its luminance value
was still within the measurement range. Therefore, we used the LMK to measure the point
spread function of the backlight module by obtaining the luminance distribution image, as
shown in Figure 10a. The point spread function of a zone along the y-axis at x = 1 mm is
shown in Figure 10b. In Nichia’s mLCD, each zone contained one mini-LED; therefore, we
could equate the light profile of a single mini-LED with the point spread function of a zone.
The Gaussian function can be used to approximate the light profile of a mini-LED [30]:

I(xLED) ∝ exp[− (xLED − xLED,c)
2

2σ2 ] (6)

where xLED, c is the locus of the LED source and σ is an expansion characteristic parameter.
Good fitting was obtained with σ = 6.5 mm. A small σ value helps to confine light inside
the zone.
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According to Figure 10a, the luminance distributions along two perpendicular lines
were not totally uniform, especially in the edge corners. For example, at x = 251 mm, the full-
width half maximum (FWHM) of the luminance profile along the y-axis was about 11 mm.
Such a narrow FWHM arose from the confining reflector wall in Nichia’s mLCD backlight,
contributing to forming a flattop light distribution and reducing the zone crosstalk.

4. Conclusions

Using quantitative measurement data, Nichia’s 15.6-inch mLCD showed several ad-
vantages over the commercial OLED display panel in peak brightness, luminance unifor-
mity at low gray scales, color gamut volume, power consumption, and ambient contrast
ratio. Their color shifts remained indistinguishable by human eyes when the viewing
zone was within 60◦. The LMK with a high-resolution CMOS sensor was employed to
characterize the halo effect and reconstruct the real luminance profiles. We also adopted a
novel strategy to measure the point spread function of the backlight module.
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